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Biographical data as it pertains to the 2011 High Planes Conference in 
Wichita, Kansas 

• Taught electronics theory, flight, manufacturing, and physics in the College of 
Science at MSU for 30 years. 

 

• Taught beginning, advanced, and graduate statistics, in the College of Business at 
MSU for 5 years. 

 

•  Have worked with solar cycles through all bands of amateur radio since 1955. 

 

• Licensed pilot and taught weather elements for pilots for 30 years. 

 

• Was a full time broadcaster for 15 years and Chief Engineer with a First Class 
Commercial FCC license.  Built radio and television stations. 

 

• Disk Jockey for Top Forty radio show for 10 years, which included news and 
weather. 



Philosophy of Research 
 
 A good researcher strives for truth.  Scientists do not skew data toward their 

wishes.  Don’t take sides.  Don’t place issues on your shoulders.  Place them on a 
table where other researchers can study.  Be respectful of other scientist research.  
(Relate to the story of the fighter pilot versus the heavy aircraft lifter.)  You need to 
question your own work.  Ask your self, “is this answer about right.”  If there is a  
mistake, the results will probably be way of target.  Should you feel like a failure 
when making a mistake?  No.  You have just found out something that does not 
work and   Penicillin was discovered by a mistake.   

Weather Review 101 

Where does our weather come from?  There is no practical heat from the earth’s 
molten core.  All earth’s energy comes from the sun.  In general, it’s solar energy 
and how the earth’s atmosphere processes and stores this energy with 
protection via the earth’s magnetic field.  Since the magnetic field is fairly 
constant the two basic concepts are: 
1. the varying solar  energy. 
2. the storage and delay characteristics of the earth’s atmosphere. 

 
 
 



Additional items include: 
 
- the earth’s rotation 
-the 23 ½ degree tilt of the earth’s axis 
-Hadley cells and the creation of the three major wind belts 
-Rossby waves 
-distortions or kinks that develop in Rossby waves 
 
Rossby waves of the earth are not a perfect circle like in your coffee cup. 
The kinks are the beginning of a low pressure area and mass or frontal systems.  
The other two methods of developing warm most air up lift are orographic and 
convectional.  Ninety degree wind shifts from high pressure to low is caused by 
pressure gradient, frictional effects, and the coriolis force.  Attention should 
also be made to specific humidity rather than relative humidity.  Since our star’s 
output is not constant and the direct rays on the earth vary because of our 23 ½ 
degree tilt, neither is our weather stable on planet earth.  The variations of the 
sun’s output is basically in the form of solar storms which is often commonly 
called sunspots.  However, many researchers use the intensity or area that a 
solar storm covers.  Two major methods of forecasting weather is looking at 
weather patterns using historical data, the other is trying to understand how 
the weather machine of the earth works.   



Tornado Observations 

Figure 1, is a plot of fatalities and solar activity.  Notice that when solar activity is  
greater, the number of fatalities are down.  When solar activity is less, fatalities are 
on the rise.  Notice the delay of about a year or a year and half.  Notice there were 
far more fatalities in the early part of the 20th century when the population was 
much less than the present.  Notice also of the dwindling fatalities from about 1975 
to 2000.  If the question is ask, “What causes Tornado’s,”  Where do you start to 
answer such a question?  If you ask what makes a country strong and two answers 
are a strong military and a good economy, then how do you get a strong military 
and a good economy.  It must be traced back to how much success a country has 
competing in the global market place.  Where do you trace the earth’s weather 
system back to?  Not the jet stream, not the El’ Nino, not how the Rossby system 
and kinks develop, but when solar energy hits the atmosphere of the earth.  



Figure 1. 



Temperature  Effects of Solar Radiation 

The popular press, government, and many scientist have been warning  us of our  
part in atmospheric change.  Half of our atmosphere in weight is less than 18,000 feet. 
That’s 3.409 miles straight up.  The earth has a diameter of 7926.28 miles, so we 
should be concerned about our very thin atmosphere.   However, Dr. Roy Spencer  
and Dr. John Christy of NASA and the University of Alabama once stated that  
earthlings are contributing about 2 or 3 percent of change in our atmospheric  
characteristics.   A Nobel Prize might be earned by the study that could prove exactly 
how much different the atmosphere would be if humans where not present on  
the planet earth.   The North Magnetic pole, which is really the south magnetic pole, 
is beginning to shift faster than it has in the last 100 years.  In the last 300 years the  
earth has lost 10 percent of it’s magnetic field.  The earth’s magnetic field is a strong 
player in our weather system because without it, we would lose our life support  
system.  We are assuming when Mars lost it’s magnetic field, it lost it’s water. 



Since the time of Galileo we have observed the 11 year solar cycle.  Starting in 
about 2008,  we have experienced a significant change in this 11 years cycle.  
Figure 2, reveals a startling decline in sunspot magnetic field strength.  The 
cycle stayed low with little activity until near 2010.   

Figure 2. 



The next peak was forecast for 2011 and 2012.  This is not happening.  Figure 
3, shows the old and new forecasts.   

Figure 3. 
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Let us not forget the almost perfect correlation between sunspots and cosmic 
ray count in Figure  4. 

Figure 4. 



With respect to temperatures,  the following Figures are samples of recent 
temperatures during this abnormal solar cycle 24.  Although the annual 
average may not  change much the,  winters and summers are showing 
extremes.  Colder in the winter, warmer in the summers.   

Figure 5.  



Figure 6.  



Figure 7. 



Figure 8. 



Continued Work from Last Years 24th Annual High Plains Conference at Dodge 
City, Kansas. 

Some of the following pages are from last years presentation relating to solar 
activity and how it effects the earth days to weeks later.  Observe the 
outstandingly good correlation of over r = 0.9, on weekly forecast in Figures 
9, and 10.  Why is there a double peak?  Why does the delay of solar activity 
to surface temperature vary from month to month or year to year?   Why in 
some months there is little or no correlation?   What does random numbers 
give us when interchanged with solar activity and  surface temperatures ? 
Observe Figure 11. 
 
 
Figures 12,13,14,15,16, and 17 shows random monthly studies of Wichita, 
Kansas relating to earth surface temperature affects and delays, of solar 
bombardment.   
 
   



Figure 9. 



Figure 10. 



Figure 11. 



Figure 12.  



Figure 13. 



Figure 14. 



Figure 15 



Figure 16. 



Figure  17. 



Why, Study These Patterns? 

An example:  After Katrina hit New Orleans, the general word on the popular 
press was that it was just the beginning of several years of really devastating  
hurricanes.  It was a topic of discussion at Missouri State University.  Studying 
cycles and cycles with in cycles the data suggested little Hurricane activity would 
be present for a number of years.  Was this forecast bases on understanding the 
weather system of the earth, as it should have been. Unfortunately not, it was 
based on studying the heart beat or rhythm of hurricanes. 

Patterns can be helpful or may lead to a better understanding of how our weather 
system works.  There are so many factors that determine the earth’s weather, none  
can be overlooked.   Example:  The movement of air is modified by the surface it 
is passing over, is a huge factor.  There are so many factors to factor out it is difficult 
to identify just a small number.  As a result, the understanding of weather  and 
weather forecasting is difficult at best.   Little by little we are gaining on the  
mystery.  As break through’s are made, it will still be difficult to alter, change,  
or modify the earth’s weather. 



Conclusion 

The weather machine of the earth is perhaps one of the most difficult 
studies earthlings have encountered.  It appears to have far more 
unknowns than the human body.  Hopefully researchers will not give up 
on their quest to discover earlier warnings to hazardous weather 
situations.  Altering the weather to fit a significant quality of life may not 
be a possibility for a long long time.  From the press release July 26, 2011,  
Dr. Roy Spencer, research scientist, NASA, Earth System Science Center, 
University of Alabama, states the following:  “Data from NASA’s Terras 
satellite shows that when the climate warms, earth’s atmosphere is 
apparently more efficient at releasing energy to space than models used 
to forecast climate change than has been programmed to believe.  The 
result is climate forecasts that are warming substantially faster than the 
atmosphere.”   This concept rides parallel with the weather extremes that 
we have experienced since solar cycle 24 has remained low in solar 
activity.  The following are miscellaneous items that relate to this paper. 



Annual Maximum, Average, and Minimum Temperatures 
for Wichita, Kansas. 

Blue - Max     Purple - Average     Red - Minimum     Green - Difference between Max and Min 

Figure 18 



Figure 19. 

Solar Activity Minimum and Maximum 



Solar Activity May Through July 2011 



The End 


